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An oldie but a goodie ... DC-3 Dakota named "City of Sydney".
Chris Hebbard sometimes entered this model as a "static display"
but he sold it to Al Zuger at a recent "garage sale". Maybe Al
will complete it to flying condition?!?!
WRCS CHRISTMAS PARTY will be at the field on Saturday, 11 December 2004
starting from 4:00pm, dinner at 6:00pm. Entry by ticket only, and don't forget the
Raffle, great prizes!!
MEETINGSMEETINGSMEETINGSMEETINGSMEETINGS
The next meeting will be held on Tuesday, 8th February 2005 at Tennis Cove, Eastern
Valley Way, starting at 7.30 pm.

FROM THE SECRETARY'S DESK
(General Meeting October 2004)
Thank you Tom (our Editor) for putting out a December issue, for the first time I believe.
On behalf of the entire Committee, I wish all members and their families a very happy and festive
holiday with family & friends. I would also like to thank all those members who put in that extra
effort in various areas, in order to keep the Club functioning so effectively
I would also like Members to know that our Christmas Party has been generously supported by
XTREME HOBBIES of Dee Why and Kingsford and HSTORE at Miranda. A very sincere
thanks guys.
The Road.
The news from the Administrator of Warringah Council in a letter received today is that the unmade public road from
Morgan Road will be regraded before the end of November. In our letter of the 27 September to the Council, we
requested that "this road be brought up to an acceptable standard for access and safety reasons. If necessary our Club
could possibly contribute some funds to assist in an asphalt sealing of that section of road of concern, that is, from the
first bend to the end of the second bend (the ‘S’ section), that due to its slope, is prone to erosion in times of rain...."
The last time the Council Engineer VJ carried out work it was prematurely stopped as a result of unwarranted
interference from a narky neighbour.
Nevertheless the work that was completed was excellent and lasted a reasonable time. I am guessing that the repair will
be the same technique of using recycled grindings and not an asphalt sealing, however any work is welcomed and we
have been well served by the Council Administrator’s timely and positive response. Thank you Dick Persson.
The Donation to the Rural Fire Service.
The September meeting resolved to invite the Fireys to a BBQ and learn to fly while the sausages cooked day and
receive a Club donation of $1000. We have made contact with the Captain and President of the Belrose Rural Fire
Service and we have invited the Fireys to a sausage sizzle and a intro/training flight on Saturday, 29th January
2005.
Members are asked to bring along a trainer so that we can accommodate the expected numbers of learners, the Club will
put on the BBQ lunch on the day!!
The Liberator Restoration Fund.
Not a problem with our $500 donation to the Liberator Restoration Fund approved at the October meeting. A thank you
from Colin Grey, The Project Development Manager together with their Newsletter was received 5 days later. In our
letter to the Fund we included a coloured copy of our June 2003 Newsletter which had Alan Place’s story of flying a
Liberator into Darwin. Alan was sent their Liberator Newsletter, and his letter of thanks has been forwarded to Tom for
inclusion in a future Newsletter.
There were of course other matters discussed at the last meeting of 2004 which may be read on our web site, such as:
* we decided to purchase a new generator
* we decided on the Competition Schedule for 2005 and volunteers were found to run each event
May your landings equal your take offs in 2005!
BP

ATTENTION ALL FLYERS
From MAAA Newsletter 6/04
Attention is drawn to the M.A.A.A. Policy on Mobile Phones.
The document is in the M.A.A.A. Manual of Procedures which is on the M.A.A.A. web site. It basically states that
mobile phones should be kept well away from radio transmitters.
Whilst some members have an opinion that this policy is an overkill as it appears that their transmitter is not affected by a
mobile phone, it is interesting that a major radio manufacturer recommends that mobile phones should not be taken near
radio transmitters as the signal from them exceeds the design specification of their equipment. To ensure that radio
transmitters are not interfered with by mobile phone members should be aware of and comply with the M.A.A.A. Policy.
If your radio has been close to a mobile phone that was switched on check very carefully that it functions correctly before
take off. There are reliable reports of information in the memory being changed

WRCS CHRISTMAS PARTY
4 pm on SATURDAY 11th
December

Book NOW because tickets will not be available on the day at the
Party!!
THERE WILL BE CONTROL LINE, PARK FLYERS
AND FREE FLIGHT EVENTS BETWEEN 4pm
AND 6pm!!
(Food will be served at 6pm)
Adults $20;
Children 5-12 $10;
under 5 FREE
Enquiries and Tickets available from
Brian Porman and Stefy Grech
Raffle tickets are also available from Brian
Porman and Stefy Grech, or by mailing your
cheque to:
Brian Porman at 27 Kirkpatrick Street North
Turramurra 2074
First prize is a pick of:
ARF Piper Tomahawk (77 inch span)
or a PICA Cessna 182 kit (86 inch)

Tickets are $5 each.
AT THE UK NATS 2004
Is there a man among us whose heart does not stir at the phrase “I’m going to the Nats!” When I last went to the UK Nats
in 1963 I went on the back of Mick Lowe’s Norton 88SS, we camped on a windy RAF base called Barkston Heath in
Lincolnshire and the place was awash with grubby campers and every sort of model. Times change, with so many entrants
and comps, one location is not big ebough so I went to the RC & C/L Nats at the same Barkston Heath aerodrome. This
time I went in style in the van as did most others (a sign of the economic times). I arrived on the Friday afternoon at about
5.00 pm and joined about 150 vans already in the holding area waiting to get onto the site, by the time everyone arrived
there must have been 500 or more caravans and campervans (RVs to my friends across the pond) and half as many again in
tents.

I pitched camp, rolled out the awning, unloaded the push bike
(very useful on a bloody great airfield with some events at
opposite ends), raised the Aussie flag and headed for the main
hangar ……it’s where the bar was! A few pints later I wobbled
back to the van, cooked my din and settled in to bed – got to
be up early tomorrow.
The morning dawned mainly grey but with some sunny bits
and not too windy. Lincolnshire is flat and renowned for the
wind. There is no way I can tell you everything I saw or send
you the mountain of pics but I’ll try and give you a taste. I set
off to do the rounds, there is a hell of a lot to see, everything
from Pylon Racing to Scale to Team Race to Fun Fly to
Combat (it went non stop for 3 days!) and includes a show of
large models for Joe Public to dream on.
I had seen one the night before in the hangar, a modest 23 ft span B52 powered by 8 (yes – eight!) turbo jets. The fin was
taller than me. I thought I’d check out the T/R first after all that was what had brought me to the Nats all those years ago
and right next to the circle I found this. It’s an immaculate home built trike based on a 2CV.
The whole thing sparkled and I spoke to the owner, he said he had built it during the foot and mouth outbreak in the UK
when most country flying fields were closed and there was no flying allowed – time well spent I reckon!
At the T/R it was business as usual with 3 or 4 blokes doing the old short arm shuffle and trying to fly as high as possible
without getting penalised. There were some fast planes there, you can just see a yellow blurr of one on the far side in the
pic – looks a bit high to me but I’m sure he’ll claim he was just overtaking.

I pedalled over to the main public display area way beyond
the Trade Tents (oh the goodies for sale – oh for someone
else’s credit card!) and you can just see the B52 flying
above them. It looked incredibly real and the sound ….!!!!
Sadly that was the only flight I saw as the next day it took
off in far from ideal conditions, turned slowly downwind
(Aha! I hear you say, the dreaded downwind turn!) and just
slid into the ground! A huge explosion, a thick column of
black smoke and, estimates vary, but about 25,000 quids
worth of model was no more. I have yet to see the official
reason but a strong rumour was that it suffered from the
same thing that, apparently, full size ones do. If you get them
banked far enough they just slide sideways and don’t pull
out!
I continued over there and saw a bunch of sexy jets do there
stuff, the usual prop hanging by giant piston aircraft and
another multi jet, a beautiful Comet IVB that flew without a
wobble.
Back at the combat they continued screaming around – this
modern stuff is terrifying and how they can control them at
those speeds beats me. I watched one bout where the winner
was 13 …and a girl ……from Moldovia. She and her family
had driven in a van all the way from Eastern Europe and
were camping in it just to compete. The guy she beat was an
ex UK & European champ!
So I checked out the speed circle. This little beauty was
sitting on it’s dolly and fired up – shit, it screamed. It took
off and the revs shot up – SHIT this was something ….then
it came onto the pipe – HOLY SHIT it was the most
incredible sight and sound you can imagine. Ten laps later
the results showed 206 mph, not bad for a 15!
The combat carried on, I don’t think there was a waking
hour without the MEEEOOOOWWWW of hot combat
motors!
So I moved on to C/L Stunt – the legendary Gold Trophy.
Bloody’ell they are good. Square loops that are really
square, pull outs to inverted 6 ft off the ground, Clover Leafs
that require you to be a contortionist and the quality of the
models …. Gorgeous! Here is a line up waiting to fly, check
out that runway – over a mile of practise circuits and way
down there in the distance, screaming Pylon Racers (best
place for’em really).

I only saw one whoopsie. A guy was flying straight and
level about 6 ft off the tarmac when the “up” line broke!
Need I say more, there was hardly a piece worth picking up,
and that included the engine! Ouch!
That evening, the Saturday, comp flying finished at about
5.00pm except for the combat of course, did I mention it
went on forever?
By 6.00 pm there was not a model in sight …… and then
out they came! Dozens of small diesel powered free flight
models, classic oldies like the Veron Cardinal or the
legendary KK Slicker Mite and the smell of ether was
everywhere! Scores of people gathered to watch as they
were hand launched over the grass, sometimes as many as 8
at a time. There were constant cries of “heads up!” or more
appropriately “DUCK!” as some of the trimming left a bit to
be desired. In this safety or sue age I’m surprised it was
allowed – but it was terrific. This picture sums it all up, they
flew until it was dark – and some even after that! As well as
the classics there were a fair number of “alternative” aircraft
and these among the more extreme. They were just made
from ¼ “ balsa but flew quite well, mind you, you had to
keep an eye on them as their descending circles were highly
alarming! (I wonder how a 6 ft span RC one would look?)
Back in the main hangar the bar was doing great business
and there was a section netted off for indoor electric RC
models (the little foamie 3D models are amazing!)
alternating with tiny rubber powered models – delightful!
Sunday did not bode well! Strong winds, heavy clouds and
rain threatened! So get down the the Scale RC quickly to see
Mick Reeves latest creation fly. Whoa! A third scale Bleriot
(immaculately detailed as you would expect) facing into
enough wind to blow it backwards! It flew better than
anyone would have thought, though there was a lot of
gasping at times. I believe it finished up 3rd overall.
The qualityof the models is great, shame about the weather
as some people chose not to fly – it was really blustery and
nasty – and then it rained.
I went back to the main hangar to see the “Bring & Buy”
tables. Lots of stuff, OK so I bought an electric glider, yes,
inaddition to the Zagi, but I would have loved to get my
hands on some of the vintage engines.
This table was typical of about 6, all full of collectable
metal. There was even a guy selling all sorts of repro parts
like the old plastic tank for an ED Bee that he makes.
That afternoon I had one of those “what are the chances of this happening” moments. I was watching the RC Fun Fly
when a voice said “do you know the rules of this?” I turned to find Chris, a guy I had worked with in Xerox about 30 30
years ago! We and his wife retired to the van for a coffee, a biscuit (OK cookie to you in CT) and a session of “whatever
happened to …..” Just as well – it rained again.

Talking of engines, I mentioned the Trade Tents, among
them was this little number, yes, a genuine model turboprop
that was also demonstrated in a flying Pilatus Porter. Do yot
remember when you thought a throttlable motor was cool
technology. How the times have changed. Oh yes, and only
1700 quid to you.
The evening flying was not well attended, the bloody wind just would not go away! But there was always the hangar! Most
people left that evening, I stayed one more and left under a rainbow in the morning ….. I shall return, see you there?

Mike

SCAMPTON MEMORIES
by Graeme Swalwell
During my recent visit to the UK with my wife Lorraine, we were
fortunate in being invited by Vic Cramer, a former Commanding Officer
of 27 Squadron based at Scampton, Lincolnshire, to visit the base with
him. The original “Dambusters” 617 Squadron was also based at
Scampton, during WWII and this historic field is now the home of the
R.A.F aerobatic team, the “Red Arrows” that fly the B.A.E. Hawk aircraft
also used by our RAAF as an advanced trainer.

Signed Souvenir Book

Graeme in his "formal" flying suit with a Hawk

Lorraine and Vic's wife (Rhonda) were both part of a 53 person group of choristers and supporters from St. Swithuns
Church, Pymble that travelled to the UK to sing services at Lincoln Cathedral for 1 week in late August this year. The visit
to the Scampton base was a real highlight of the trip and we were guests of the present C.O,, Wing Commander Bill
Ramsay.
We were first invited to view the base museum which contains many items of interest concerning 617 Squadron, including
details regarding the development and testing of the bouncing bomb and its designer, Dr Barnes Wallis. Practice and
techniques necessary to ensure that the proposed raid on German dams would have the desired effect of crippling the
industrial power of the Nazi war machine by flooding the Ruhr valley are shown in detail and club members may care to
refresh their memories of this epic event by obtaining a copy of Paul Brickhill's book "The Dambusters" or watching the
video/film of the same name.
Although the raid was successfully carried out in May 1943, it resulted in heavy casualties with the loss of 5 of the 19
Lancaster bombers and their aircrews. The C.O. at the time was W/C Guy Gibson who was awarded the V.C. for his
leadership and courageous actions in repeatedly flying in before other crews made their attacking runs, so as to draw flak
and give his crews a better chance of success and survival.
The Red Arrows ready for formation takeoff

Vic in the Hawk cockpit

Following the museum visit, our party enjoyed lunch with
Wing Commander Ramsay, before walking to the edge of the
tarmac to watch as the Red Arrows prepared and departed for
an airshow at York. The precision with which the pilots and
aircrew carried out their departure was most impressive. Both
Vic arid I were given the opportunity to sit in the cockpit of
a spare Red Arrows' Hawk. We found the cockpit a bit on the
small side but would not have missed the chance to try it out
and have photographs taken.
We also visited the grave of Guy Gibson's black Labrador
'Nigger' which is respectfully tended by Scampton Station
personnel This dog was sadly killed by a motor vehicle on
the afternoon before the raid and, at Gibson's request was
buried at about the time the Lancasters were over the German
dams.
The Red Arrows returned to Scampton shortly afterwards
with a low pass followed by a spaghetti bomb-burst, with all
9 aircraft going upwards in different directions trailing red,
white and blue smoke, before making precision landings and
each taxiing to their allocated positions.

A de-briefing then followed in a small theaterette and we
were very privileged to watch video footage of the airshow
just completed and listen to the constructive criticism of the
flying by each pilot. Souvenirs of our visit were then made
available and an RAF cap and other mementos will remind
us of a most enjoyable visit to Scampton.
As mentioned earlier, Vic Cramer was a CO of 27 Squadron
at the time it was flying Avro Vulcan V Bombers and the
"Cold War" with the Russians was "on"
Vic held the rank of Group Captain when he retired in 1973
and has kindly agreed to come to a Club Meeting early next
year to speak about various events in his time as an RAF
officer. He has had over 1,000 hours in Dc Haviland
Mosquito aircraft and has assisted with advice and
information that has been gratefully accepted regarding the
l/6 scale model Mosquito that Jim Masterton and I are
finishing at present.
On another occasion, Vic Cramer and I also visited a most interesting display at Newark Air Museum, situated a short
distance from Lincoln.
This Museum has a large collection of early jet aircraft on permanent display and visitors can get up close to most of the
aircraft. A Vulcan B2 Bomber, of the type flown by Vic during his time as C.O of 27 Squadron, is one of these jets, together
with mock-ups of the "Yellow Sun" hydrogen bomb and "Blue Steel" cruise missile carried by these aircraft during the Cold
War period.
Before leaving England, Lorraine and I visited the RAF Museum at Hendon, north of London and spent a pleasant day
checking out the very wide range of WWI and WWII aircraft there. This Museum is well worth a visit by any members
visiting London and is easily reached by the Underground.

Graeme

OUCH!!

Last year we published pictures of some
embarrassing (and probably painful) incidents. By
popular request here are some more

The pictures don't really need any explanation, the
question is "How on Earth did they do it?"

This sign doesn't need much explanation,
or does it?!?!.
... would a wing mirror help??
... or maybe indicators??

G'Day from Canada
Hi guys, it seems a long, long while since I was last at WRCS....about 1999 I think? I have since moved to Canada and
been living/working in Belleville, Ontario Canada for the last 4 1/2 years. Also now happily married to Canadian wife
‘Suzie’ and we have a 2 y.o. boy ‘Zac’ and another baby son on the way and due this coming December! I just wanted to
see first if this gets through to you ok and if you would be interested in seeing/hearing about some of modelling
adventures since I have been in North America??? Lots of fun stuff to tell....
My new club is the Prince Edward County Aeromodellers, located in Picton on the Bay of Quinte in South Eastern
Ontario. Guess what! our club field is actually and old WW2 RCAF airbase complete with concrete runways, and it still
has all the old barracks as well sort of looks like the set from Hogan’s Hero’s its awesome!!! It was also actually the very
first sealed strip that I have flown R/C models from. I have been getting heavily into turbine jets over the last few years
and attending some of the big American events such as Florida Jets and Superman, lots of fun mate!
Anyway for now I will send you some photos you may like
to show in the WRCS newsletter if you like.... I have had
lots of time to build with the Canadian winters (no flying of
course at -30c) Say hi for me! to all my good mates from
WRCS, I miss the old quarry and the balmy Sunday flying!

I may actually be coming back to Oz in '05 to work with
TJT in Perth on some interesting RPV projects for the
Aussie military, so I will more than likely show up one out
of the blue one of these Sundays very soon and say g’day.
Any way I will attach some pics of my collectionF-16. Aviation Design 1/6 scale, TJT-3000 turbine power.

Above and right: F-86. Fiber Classics 1/6 scale,
TJT-3000.

Left: MB339. Cermark FTE T-500 Turbine.

Right: Hurricane. Vailly Aviation, 1/5 scale, ST4500

Above and right: SkyJet (STOL SportJet) TJT3000
All the very best-

Marty Cowan
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